The compressed sensing (CS) has been successfully applied to image compression in the past few years as most image signals are sparse in a certain domain. Several CS reconstruction models have been proposed and obtained superior performance. However, these methods suffer from blocking artifacts or ringing effects at low sampling ratios in most cases. To address this problem, we propose a deep convolutional Laplacian Pyramid Compressed Sensing Network (LapC-SNet) for CS, which consists of a sampling sub-network and a reconstruction sub-network. In the sampling sub-network, we utilize a convolutional layer to mimic the sampling operator. In contrast to the fixed sampling matrices used in traditional CS methods, the filters used in our convolutional layer are jointly optimized with the reconstruction sub-network. In the reconstruction sub-network, two branches are designed to reconstruct multi-scale residual images and muti-scale target images progressively using a Laplacian pyramid architecture. The proposed LapCSNet not only integrates multi-scale information to achieve better performance but also reduces computational cost dramatically. Experimental results on benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of reconstructing more details and sharper edges against the state-of-the-arts methods.
INTRODUCTION
The compressed sensing theory [1, 2] shows that if a signal is sparse in a certain domain Ψ, it can be accurately recovered from a small number of random linear measurements less than that of Nyquist sampling theorem. Mathematically, the measurements are obtained by the following linear transformation
where x ∈ R N is the signal, y ∈ R M is known as the measurement vector, Φ ∈ R M ×N is the measurement matrix and e denotes noise. If M N , reconstructing x from y is generally ill-posed, which is one of the most challenging issues in compressed sensing.
To design an efficient CS reconstruction algorithm, many methods have been proposed, which can be generally divided into two categories: traditional optimization-based methods and recent DNN-based methods.
In the optimization-based reconstruction methods, given the linear projections y, the original image x can be reconstructed by solving the following convex optimization problem [1, 2] :
To solve this convex problem, many algorithms have been proposed [4] [5] [6] . However, these algorithms suffer from uncertain reconstruction qualities and high computation cost, which inevitably limit their applications in practice.
Recently, some DNN-based algorithms have been proposed for image CS reconstruction. In [7] , Mousavi et al. propose to utilize a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDA) to reconstruct original images from their measurements. A series of convolutional layers are adopted in [3, 8, 9] for image reconstruction. Despite their impressive results, massive block artifacts and ringing effects are delivered at low sampling ratios.
To overcome the shortcomings of the aforementioned methods, we propose a Laplacian Pyramid based deep architecture for CS reconstruction. Our network contains two sub-networks: sampling sub-network and reconstruction subnetwork. In the sampling sub-network, a convolutional layer with the kernel size of B×B (B is the size of current block) is utilized to mimic the sampling process. In the reconstruction sub-network, we use two branches to reconstruct multi-scale residual features and multi-scale target images progressively through Laplacian pyramid architectures. Besides, the second branch integrates multi-scale information from the first branch to preserve finer textures. The sampling sub-network and reconstruction sub-network are optimized jointly with the robust Charbonnier loss [10] . [3] for initial reconstruction. The gray and blue boxes denote convolutional layers and transposed convolutional layers respectively and the four tuples in the bracket indicate the dimensions of parameters for adjacent convolutional layers.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe the methodology of the proposed LapCSNet including the sampling sub-network and the reconstruction sub-network as well as the loss function.
Sampling Sub-network
In traditional block-based compressed sensing (BCS), each row of the sampling matrix Φ can be considered as a filter. Therefore, the sampling process can be mimicked using a convolutional layer [3, 9] . In our model, we use a convolutional layer with B × B filters and set stride as B for nonoverlapping blocks. Specifically, given an image with size w × h, there are a total of L = w B × h B non-overlapping blocks with size B × B (B = 32). The dimensions of measurements for each block is n B = M N B 2 , Therefore, the dimensions of measurements for the current image is L × n B . Traditional sampling matrices are fixed for various reconstruction algorithms. The proposed DNN-based sampling matrices are learned jointly with the reconstruction sub-network from large amounts of data.
Reconstruction Sub-network
For the CS reconstruction, several DNN-based models have been proposed [8, 9] . These methods are implemented for each block, which ignore the relationship between blocks and therefore results in serious blocking artifacts in most cases. To solve this problem, we adopt a "reshape+concat" layer [3] to concatenate all blocks to obtain initial reconstruction, which is then refined to obtain superior reconstruction.
Initial reconstruction Given the compressed measurements, the initial reconstruction blockx (j,S) can be obtained
where y j is the measurement of the current j th block and S is the scale factor for current block.
In the aforementioned methods without scaling (S = 1), is difficult to be accurate calculated. By introducing the pyramid structure, a small block is first reconstructed in our method. Let Q = {2 i |i = 1, 2, . . . , } and S = {s|s ∈ Q and 1 2 s > M N }. The optimal scale factor S is obtained as
where M ax(·) is used to return the maximal element of a set. Therefore, S > 1 in our model. The convolution output of an image block in the sampling sub-network is a n B × 1 vector, so the size of the convolution filter in the initial reconstruction layer is 1 × 1 × n B . We use 1 × 1 stride convolution to reconstruct each block. Since a smaller version of the target block is reconstructed, ( B S ) 2 convolution filters of size 1 × 1 × n B are used. However, the reconstructed outputs of each block is still a vector. To obtain the initial reconstructed image, a "re-shape+concat" layer is adopted. This layer first reshapes each computational complexity due to the unenlightened superposition of convolutional layers. Our further reconstruction network takes the output of initial reconstruction as input and progressively predicts residual images at a total of log 2 S levels where S is the scale factor from Eq. 4. Moreover, our reconstruction model has two branches: residual feature extraction [11] and feature integration.
(1) Multi-scale residual feature extraction: There is a one-to-one correspondence between reconstruction levels and residual blocks (shown in Fig. 1 ). In level l, the corresponding residual block consists of d convolutional layers and one transposed convolutional layer [12] to upsample the extracted features by a scale of 2. The output of each transposed convolutional layer is connected to two different layers: (i) a convolutional layer for reconstructing a residual image for level l; (ii) a convolutional layer for extracting features in next level l + 1. Note that the residual feature at lower levels are shared with higher levels and thus can increase the non-linearity of the network to reconstruct the target image. Moreover, the hierarchical architecture is used for the CS feature extraction, which can preserve more details.
(2) Multi-scale feature integration: In level l, the input image is up-sampled by a scale of 2 using a transposed convolutional layer [12] . The upsampled image is then combined with the predicted residual images from the residual feature extraction branch. Then, the output in this level l is fed into the next reconstruction module of level l+1. This integration architecture fuses the the multi-scale residual branch and corresponding reconstruction branch efficiently. In addition, most of convolution operation are executed on the smaller version of the target image, which indicates our model is more efficient than the existing models with the same depth.
Loss function
Let x be the input image, θ S is the parameter of the sampling sub-network and θ R the parameter of reconstruction sub-network. Two mapping function f S and f R are desired to produce accurate measurements and reconstructed imageŷ = f (x; θ S , θ R ). We denote the residual image in level l by r l , the up-scaled image by x l and the corresponding target image byŷ l . The desired output images in level l is modeled byŷ l = x l + r l . We use the bicubic downsampling method to resize the ground truth image y to y l at each level. We propose to use the robust Charbonnier penalty function for each level. The overall loss function is defined as:
N is the number of training samples, and L is the number of levels in our pyramid. ε is empirically set to 1e − 3.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Implementation and training details
In the reconstruction sub-network, each convolutional layer consists of 64 kernels with size of 3 × 3. We initialize the convolutional filters using the same method [15] . The size of the transposed convolutional filter is 4×4. A ReLU layer with a negative slope of 0.2 is subsequent for all convolutional and transposed convolutional layers. We pad zero values around the boundaries before applying convolution to keep the size of all feature maps the same as the input of each level.
We use the training set (200 images) and testing set (200 images) of the BSDS500 database [16] for training, and the validation set (100 images) of BSDS500 for validation. We set the patch size as 128 × 128, and batch size as 64. We augment the training data in three ways: (i) Randomly scale between [0.75, 1.2]. (ii) Rotate the images by 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • . (iii) Flip the images horizontally or vertically with a probability of 0.5. We train our model with the Matlab toolbox MatConvNet [17] on a Titan X GPU. The momentum parameter is set as 0.9 and weight decay as 1e − 4. The learning rate is initialized to 1e − 6 for all layers and decreased by a factor of 2 for every 50 epochs. We train our model for 200 epochs and each epoch iterates 1000 times. Table 1 . Quantitative evaluation of state-of-the-arts CS reconstruction algorithms: Average PSNR\SSIM\time\network Layers for sampling ratios 0.01, 0.02, 0.1 on dataset Set5. Red text indicates the best and blue the second best performance 
Comparison with the state-of-the-arts
We compare our algorithm with seven representative methods, i.e., total variation (TV) method [5] , multi-hypothesis (MH) method [13] , collaborative sparsity (Cos) method [14] , group sparse representation (GSR) method [6] , ReconNet [8] , BC-SNet [9] and CSNet [3] . In these algorithms, the first four belong to traditional optimization-based methods, while the last three are recent network-based methods. The PSNR and SSIM reconstruction performances at three different sampling ratios: 0.01, 0.02 and 0.1 for the datasets Set5 and Set14 are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. The "LapCSNet-2" denotes d = 2 and "LapCSNet-4" d = 4. It can be seen from the tables that about 0.2-0.5dB PSNR improvement is obtained on both test datasets Set5 and Set14 when the sampling ratio is very low. Obviously, the proposed method outperform the existing algorithms in low-ratio by a large margin, which fully demonstrates the effectiveness of our model. Moreover, for the ratio=0.01, our model is about 4 times deeper than CSNet, while the running time is just about 3 times longer than that of the CSNet, which demonstrate the Laplacian pyramid is a high-efficiency design for CS reconstruction. The visual comparisons in the case of ra-tio=0.01 and ratio=0.02 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the proposed LapCSNet is able to reconstruct more details and sharper edges without obvious blocking artifacts.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a deep convolutional network (LapCSNet) within a Laplacian pyramid framework for fast and accurate CS reconstruction. Our model consists of two sub-networks namely sampling sub-network and reconstruction sub-network. In the sampling sub-network, the sampling filters are learned jointly with the reconstruction sub-network. In the reconstruction sub-network, we divide our model into two branches to extract the residual features and integrate target images using laplacian pyramid architectures, respectively. In other words, the reconstruction subnetwork progressively predicts high-frequency residuals and integrate multi-scale information in a coarse-to-fine manner. The sampling sub-network and reconstruction sub-network are optimized jointly using a robust Charbonnier loss function. Experimental results show that the proposed LapCSNet is capable of reconstructing more details and sharper edges against several state-of-the-arts algorithms.
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